




a, Chapter I

Self-preseraation is the first law of nature.

-Samuel 
Butler

Having a disability isn't easy. Believe me, I know. I have had a

hearing disability since I was four years old. Growing up pro-

foundly deaf impacted my education, my lifestyle, and eventually

my employment. Indirectly, it affected my parents, my sister, my

teachers, my friends, and my bosses.

But being deaf was also a blessing. It helped me build charac-

ter; it gave me insight into a more realistic world than the one my

peers lived in; and it brought for me a love of books, and of writ-
ing, which my wonderful mother-who, like the rest of my family,

was hearing-encouraged me to pursue as a career.

The definition of "disability" is any physical or mental impair-

ment that substantially limits a major life activity. Disabilities
include, but are not limited to, learning disabilities, blindness

or low vision, hearing loss, speech impairments, and mobility
impairments. Assistive technologies have helped many people

to circumvent, mitigate, or eliminate the barriers to major life
activities.

In my case, I couldn't comprehend language or use the tele-

phone with just my hearing. When I was twenty-seven I got a

cochlear implant; the surgery removed my natural hearing forever

and replaced it with artificial hearing. Today I can hear on the

phone. I have a device implanted inside my head that's attached

to a processor I wear behind my ear. I made the choice-and for
me it was a good one-to allow assistive technology to play a large

role in my life so that I could hear again.

When I tell people I write about assistive technology, I can see

their eyes glaze over-that is, until I tell them that this is tech-

nology that helps people with disabilities succeed in the work-

place and life space. Then their faces light up: o'Oh my, that's so

wonderful," they exclaim. "My sister has a learning disability" or
ooGee, my father is losing his hearing."

Suddenly, they can relate. That's because disability affects

most of us in one way or another. In the United States, 54 million

people have a
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What Ie Assistive Technology?

people have a physical or mental disability. That's 20 percent of

the population. More than 20 million families have at least one

family member who has been touched by disability. And one can

add to that the B0 million baby boomers, the growing number of

children with special needs, and the thousands of soldiers return-

ing from Iraq and Afghanistan who have service-connected dis-

abilities such as limb loss and brain injury.

Today, disability has been threaded into our national dis-

course. It affects health care, employment, education, and rec-

reation. It has an impact on the person's physical and financial

health and well-being, not to mention the strain on a family trying

to provide care and attention.

That's why technology is so important for people with disabili-

ties. Assistive technology devices can help improve physical or

mental functioning, alleviate a disorder or impairment, prevent

the worsening of a condition, improve a person's capacity to learn,

or even replace a missing limb.

Assistive technology comes in many different shapes, sizes, and

packages. It can be acquired commercially off the shelf, modified

or customized, or designed specifically for one or more disability

types. The one thing that all assistive technologies have in com-

mon is that it's a capabiiity enhancer.

There are ten classes of assistive technology devices, catego-

rized by their main objective:

l. Architectural elements, such as adaptations to the home and

other premises

2. Sensory elements, such as aids for communication and hearing

3. Computers, such as software and hardware

4. Controls, including environmental controls

5. Aids for independent living, such as personal care items

6. Prostheses and orthoses
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7. Aids for personal mobility, including wheelchairs

B. Modified furniture and furnishings

9. Aids for recreation and sports

I0. Services, such as device selection and training

This classification is wide$ used in the U.S. and around the world.

In addition, assistive technology can be 'ono-tech"' such as

Velcro for fastening your shirt; o'low-tech," such as a walking

cane; or oohigh-tech," such as screen-reading software' It can be

specially designed equipment for the disabled or standard equip-

ment that has been modified for their use' Here are some more

examples:

& Hearing aids

& Access ramps

& Wheelchairs
ffi Speech generators

ffi Talkingbooks
ffi Closed-captioned television

Inthisbookldiscussalltypesofassistivetechnology,looking
at technologies that can aid individuals in their work, home, and

lifestyle. Th"*" devices include the various types of low-tech and

high-iech hardware, software, and gadgets that are available to

p"opl" with different disabilities. However, I will pay closer atten-

tion to products on the higher end of the technology spectrum'

For example, people with limited hand function may use a

keyboard with large keys or a special mouse to operate a com-

puter, people who are blind may use software that reads text on

the screen in a computer-generated voice, people with low vision

may use software that enlarges screen content, people who are

deaf may use a text telephone (TTY), and people with speech

impairments may use a device that speaks out loud as they enter

text via a keyboard.

In many cases, higher-tech assistive technology is more

expensive, is harder to find, and has a learning curveT but the

results can be r
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What Ia Assistive Technology?

results can be extraordinary, in the sense that these are life-
changing devices. Without these technologies, someone might not
be able to go to school, sustain a job, or communicate with family
members.

Many people in my field don't like the term 'oassistive technol-
ogy." It's medical sounding, doesn't trip off the tongue, and, quite
franklp sounds boring. The legal definition of assistive technol-

ogy was first published in the Technology-Related Assistance for
Individuals with Disabilities Act of 1988, known today as the

Tech Act. This act was replaced with the Assistive Technology Act
of 1998, which established a grant program to provide states with
funding for assistive technology products and services. In 2004
the law was amended to mandate, in some instances, that states

provide alternative financing and loans for assistive technologies.

I talk more about this in Chapter 9, ooHow to Pay for Assistive

Technology."

Congress defines assistive technology in Section 3 of the t99B
Tech Act as follows:

Assistive technology is any item, piece of equipment, or product

system? whether acquired commercially or off the shelf, modified

or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve the

functional capabilities of a person with a disability.

People with disabilities might be pleased or even surprised about

what the U.S. government has to say on assistive technology and

disability. According to the Assistive Technology Act, disabil-
ity is "a natural part of the human experience and in no way

diminishes the right of individuals to live independentlp enjoy

self-determination and make choices, benefit from an education,

pursue meaningful careers, and enjoy full inclusion and integra-

tion in the economic, political, social, cultural, and educational

mainstream of society in the United States."
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Under the Assistive Technology Act, the Department of

Education provides grants and funding to increase the "availabil-

,ty t"f] and access to assistive technology devices and services"

thai will "significanly benefit individuals with disabilities of all

ages." Keep in mind that this law was passed two years before

the proliferation of mobile devices, smartphones, mp3 players'

and electronic book readers. It also preceded the Americans

with Disabilities Act (1990)-the landmark civil rights legisla-

tion for people with disabilities-which I'11 talk about later in

this book.

on a less formal note, a former Businessw'eek.com colleague,

John Williams, should get some credit for coining the phrase

..assistive technology." John has been writing about disability and

assistive technology since 1980-a decade before the Americans

with Disabilities Act was passed into Iaw. He also started the

Assistive TechnologY

BusinessWeek in2007
column, which I took over after he left

and continued until the end of 2004.

The benefits

ability, and

people may

matter of finding the right technology and

ir.

people who are afraid of using assistive

seems like a crutch. Believe me when I

F-p*ffix"g
of assistive technology cross categories of age, dis-

health challenges. From young children to seniors,

face a range of physical and cognitive limitations'

Today, there are thousands of assistive technology products on

the market to help people with disabilities with all sorts of needs,

from the simple to the sophisticated. If you or someone you know

has difficulty typing on a keyboard, reading a document, or hear-

ing the TV, there's probably a product that will fit your needs or

theirs. It's really just a

figuring out how to use

Sometimes I meet

technology because it
say it is not. In all the conversations I've had with people outside

of the assistive technology world' they use words such as "cooll'

"brave," and'oinspiring."
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I fhis is especially noticeable when the assistive technology is

I associated with helping someone who is already doing something

I well do it even better: like Oscar Pistorius, the Paralympic ath-

I U," fro* South Africa who straps on blade runners-prosthetic

I legs-to run 100-meter races, or Stephen Hawking, the brilliant

I astrophysicist with a neuromuscular disability who uses a device

I that helps him communicate his theories about black holes.

I Users of assistive technology must acknowledge that the

I device exists to help them. There is no stigma in using assistive

[ rcchnology as a daily or occasional aid in your life. Quite honestlp

I seH-preservation is a human responsibility; it's a hard world out

I th".", and if you want to thrive, it is wise to do whatever it takes to
L

I stay on top of your game.

I Witt assistive technology, the families of people with dis-

I abitlti"r benefit too. Instead of a wife having to read the mail
r

I of a person who is blind, he can read it himself using scan*and-

[ ry.uk software. Instead of a child making a phone call for his

I mother who is deaf, she can do it herself in sign language, over
t

I the Internet.

I One of the most important things to remember is that, as

I hr-um, we're all temporarily abled. At one point or another, it is

i lik"ty that each of us will use some form of assistive technology. If
i you have a disability now, you're just starting a little sooner.

I Assistive technology is a life-changer. It can help individu-

I als with disabilities increase their independence, build their

I self-confidence and self-esteem, improve their quality of life, and

I break down barriers to education and employment. The real chal-

i l"r,g", of course, is finding the right devices and gadgets, for the

| 
;Strt purpose? at the right price.
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